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esearch into the most “ancient” of professions, prostitutic‘m, in the Qt-
toman empire does not seem to be an easy task. While the distinction

in the Christian world between the pious and the “fallen” woman was more
distinct, anything outside wedlock being considered forbidden,] in the Qt-
toman empire amorous relations were manifested in a variety of forms
from legal marriage and the right to own concubines, who could poten-
tially provide the owner with legal offspring, to the application of sex
commerce. In some cases the availability of different forms of “carnal”
satisfaction in Islamic society was viewed by contemporary European ad-
versaries as something positive for success on the battlefield. Rossiaru, re-
ferring to Honoré Bonet in his Apparicion Maistre Jean de Meun written
in 1398, shortly after the news of the disaster in Nicopolis, reports Bonet’s
warning that if the Christians did not pull themselves together, they would
be overwhelmed by the Saracens who were united, lived ascetically on
bread and pure water, brought up their children for a simple life, and who
were from the lands in which «no law obstructs the infinite multiplication
of the species; they are more prone to ‘camality’ than other human be-
ings».2 ‘ '

Despite the Westerners’ views on the lax moral values of the Muslims,
there were in fact distinct rules governing behaviour towards a mahrem
and a namahrem woman. The term zina, unlawful intercourse, intercourse
without ownership (milk) arising from marriage or ownership of a female
slave,3 is used sometimes interchangeably with the term fuhus describing
prostitution. In the Koran terms such as fahsa, fahz’se and fevahis are used
to describe not only prostitution but also other crimes like fornication and

l Rossiaud, Jacques, Medieval Prostitution (Oxford and Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell,
1995): chapters 1-2.
2 Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution: p. l73.

3 Schacht, Joseph, An Introduction to Islamiclaw (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,
1982): p. 178; Imber, Colin, Ebu»s—Su‘ud and the Islamic Legal Tradition (Stanford:
Standford University Press, 1997): p. 210.
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mentioned in the sicil entry only one, the sipahi Hiiseyn Bey, was a Mus
lim. They all verified the story and added the infonnation that Birbagis 
was engaging in banditry. Discovering that she had been arrested, Birbagis 
abandoned her and vanished.46 Among the names of witnesses we find 
Yusuf Bey who acted as the translator. Fourteen years after the conquest of 
Resmo his services were still needed. 

In the sicil entries there is also mention of a brothel operating in 
Kandiye (Herakleion). In 1158/1745 a derelict house in the ibrahim Pa�a 
neighbourhood of Kandiye belonging to a deceased Muslim became a 
whore house. The court registered the expenses for the rebuilding and the 
heirs were ordered to attend to the refurbishment.47 

The common form of punishment after arrest was expulsion. Esat Pa�a 
of Resmo, in two orders addressed to the kadt of the city and the suba:jIS, 
insisted that whores were to be arrested and imprisoned. Their names were 
to be registered, so that they could be exiled. He chastised the administrat
ion for showing sympathy to them «allowing the children of these people 
to stay in sin».48 A year after the two orders were issued, on 2 Muharrem
1136/ 2 October 1723, Fatma, a prostitute and procuress from Resmo who, 
although expelled many times, had managed to return, was arrested once 
more by the kethuda. In court she promised not to return again.49 

Before going into exile all financial affairs of prostitutes had to be set
tled. Katinaki and her daughters Kanli Hatice and Morfopoula from the 
whores of Kandiye were exiled. On 22 Zi'l-hicce 1175/14 July 1762 their 
clothes were sold at auction in the market to pay for their debts.so 

Not all prostitutes managed to return to their bases or to make a living 
in exile. Saliha from Kandiye, in an undated entry, probably 1132/1720, 
petitioned the pa:ja saying that she had been exiled to Kissamos five 
months before. She had sincerely repented since and had become tired of 
wandering, of being hungry and of being despised. She asked to be 
allowed to leave Kissamos and settle in a village. The Pa�a granted her 
petition provided she lived a quite and decent life. 51 

There is also one entry about a husband acting as a pimp and his 
punishment. Yahya Efendi, the imam of Vezir cami of Kandiye and a few 
others attested in court on 15 Cemaz'l-ahir 1103/4 March 1692, that Ali, a 
donme Jew, although warned many times against inviting strangers to his 
house, continued to flout such warnings by allowing strangers to drink 

46 T.A.H. l :78. 
47 T.A.H. 22:41 
48 VIMA: doc. no.168, p. 156 [8 June 1721 ]; doc. no.176, p. J 62 [9 February I 722]. 
49 T.A.H. 16:162. 
SO T.A.H. 9:304. 
51 T.A.H. 15:336. 
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